Handball
3-2-1 defence
3-3 defence
4-2 defence
5-1 defence
6-0 defence
advantage rule
alignment of players
allow a goal (to)
allowance for time lost
ambidextrous player
appointment of referees
area of substitution
armband；armlet
around-the-back pass
assist
attack in the centre of court
attack with interchanging positions
attack with interchanging positions
(to)
attacker’s basic attitude
award a free throw (to)
back
back inside edge of the goal post
bad ball handling
bad catching
bad reception
ball catching
ball catching in jumping
ball catching in moving
ball movement
behind-the-back pass
bench for substitutes
blind pass
blocked shot by defensive player
blocking the movement of the
opponent (to)
body contact
body fake；body feint
bottom corner of goal

bounce (to)
bounce pass
bounce shot
break a tie (to)
break the defence system (to)；break
through defence (to)
captain’s band
catch (to)
catching
catching at chest height
catching at head height
catching in saving
catching of a low pass
catching the ball while jumping
catching the ball with one hand
centre back
centre line
centre of the court
centre-forward
change of position
charge with hands
charge with hands (to)
checking
choice of sides
choice of throw-off
clear(to)
close match
collision
combined defence
concede a goal (to)
continuous change of position；
continuous shifting
corner throw
court player
court referee
cover the angle (to)
cross pass
cross step
crossbar of the goal
crossing
cut around (to)

cut around the defence (to)
cut to an open area (to)
cutting；cutting around
dangerous shot
dead angle
defence blocking
defence line
defender’s basic attitude
defensive wall
diagonal pass
direct shot
dive shot；diving shot
dodge (to)
double body feint；double feint
double dribble
double screen
drawing away from a player’s marker
dribble with the left (the right) hand
drive the ball (to)
duck (to)
duration of suspension
encroach (to)；enter (to)
encroachment
entry of a substitute
equalize (to)
equalizing goal
execute a throw (to)
execution of the formal throws
extra time
fake on the run
fake pass；faking pass
fake throw
fake with (without) the ball
faked shot at goal
faker
fall away shot
falling back
fast break

fast break pass
faulty ball-handling
faulty substitution
faulty throw-off
feint
feint (to)
field handball
field player
field shot
first period；first half
forward
four-metre line
free area around the court
free throw
free-throw area
free-throw line
front defender
frontal attack
full-court man-to-man pressing
defence
game protocol
game won
get away (to)
get into the open (to)
get past opposing defence (to)
give a warning (to)
give-and-go
goal area
goal area line
goal area violation
goal from fast break；goal scored on
counterattack
goal line
goal net
goal post
goal referee；goal-line referee
goal scorer
goalkeeper throw
group match
guard (to)

guard an opponent (to)
guarding
half court man-to-man defence
handball court；handball field
handball game；handball match
handball player
high dribble
hip shot
hip throw
hip-high pass
hip-high shot
hit the crossbar (to)
hit the post (to)
hold an opponent with the hands (to)
hold the ball (to)
hold the opponent (to)
hold up (to)
holding of the ball
horizontal beam
illegal conduct towards opponent
illegal dribble
illegal substitution
incomplete defence
increase the lead (to)
individual checking
individual fast break
indoor handball
intentional throw (at the defender)
interception of the ball
interchanging of position
International Handball Federation
(IHF)
invalidate a goal (to)
jump
jump pass
jump shot
jump-in shot
leading scorer
leave the playing area (to)
left back
left wing attack

line player
line shot
line violation
line-up
lob pass
lob shot
long pass
long-distance shot
longitudinal pass
low dribble
low pass
low shot
make a save (to)
make a timely pass (to)
man advantage
man-to-man (system)
man-to-man defence；man-to-man
marking
match entitlement
match protocol
match report
misplaced pass
mixed defence
mixed defensive system
moving
nine-metre line
nine-metre shot
not keeping the distance of three
metres
official’s table (table for the
timekeeper)
one-hand ball catching
open player
opponent’s half of the court
opponent’s side of the court
opposing half
option of sides
out
out of balance diving shot
outdistance an opponent (to)
overhead pass
overhead shot

own goal
own half (of the court)
pass an opponent while dribbling (to)
pass behind the back
passer
passing between two players
passing in pairs
passing line
passive game；passive play
penalty area
penalty save
penalty shot；penalty throw
penalty shot goal
penalty to be repeated；penalty-throw
to be repeated
penetrate (to)
penetrate into the defence (to)
penetrating play
period of thirty minutes
pick up an opponent (to)
pivot
pivot (to)
pivot away from one’s opponent (to)
pivot foot
pivot into one’s opponent (to)
pivot player
pivot shot
pivot throw (to)
place for substitutions
play the ball (to)
playing system
playmaker
play-off for third place
position play
powerful shot
protect the ball (to)
protection of the ball
protective dribble
punch an opponent (to)
receiver

reception of a low pass
referee throw
resin
resolve a tie (to)
restart of the game
reverse shot
reversed wrist pass
revolve (to)
right back
right-wing attack
rolling ball
rule overtime (to)
rules / refereeing
run behind the defence (to)
run diagonally (to)
running fake
running shot
safe zone
save(to)
scorer
scoring
scoring chance
second period
sense of the ball
sense of the game
set attack
set play
setting up the throw
seven-m penalty throw
seven-metre line
seven-metre throw
shifting
shifting with dribble
shifting without the ball
shoot from a narrow angle (to)
shoot over the bar (to)
shoot through the wall (to)
shoot wide (to)
shooter
shooting fake；shooting feint
shooting position；shooting stance

shooting strength
shooting technique
short pass
shot
shot after feint
shot at goal；shot on goal
shot at shoulder height
shot from pass
shot in bending sideways
shot over the block
shot to the lower corner
shuffle attack
side ball reception
side step
sideline
signal for the end of the game
sliding
snatch the ball (to)
snatch the ball from an opponent (to)
spin shot；spinned shot
standing shot
starting fake；starting feint
starting throw of the game
starting whistle
stationary play
steal
step
step aside
stepping regulations
stepping violation
strike the ball (to)
striker
substitution area
substitution line
substitution of players
substitution of the goalkeeper
substitution tactics
succession of passes
suspension time
switching

take a free-throw (to)
take advantage of an opponent (to)
team line-up : team roster
team work
technique / tactics
temporary suspension
throw after fake
throw over the defensive wall
throw over the wall (to)
throw through the defensive wall
(to)；throw through the wall (to)
thrower
throw-in
throwing arm
throwing line
throwing motion
throw-off
tight checking；tight control；tight
guarding
time-out
trapping the ball
turn away for a corner (to)
turn away from opponent (to)
turn into the opponent (to)
turn-around shot
two-hand catching
two-hand chest pass
two-hand pass
two-minute suspension
two-player play
unguarded player
unguarding feint
upper goal corner
use a scoring chance (to)
wall
ward off an attack (to)
wind up (to)
wind-up for a shot
wind-up of the arm
wing (right / left)
wing attack

winger (right, left)
winning goal
wrist pass
wrist shot
zone defence

